[The Angelman or "happy puppet" syndrome].
A case of Angelman's or "happy puppet" syndrome is described and detailed analysed, first time in our country. The literature is reviewed. The diagnostic criteria are presented. Evoked potential study and more than two years long EEG follow-up results are discussed. The unusual clinical feature of the described case is that epilepsy presented itself very early, in age of two weeks, by infantile spasms. It changed later to focal secunder generalised epilepsy. The EEG has been always abnormal during the follow-up, and the pattern has been changing by the age of the patient. On the other hand, the evoked potentials were all normals (BAEPs, VEP, SSEP CCT) "O"n the basis of the electrophysiological dichotomy the authors suggest a predominantly gray matter's disorder in Angelman's syndrome. They emphasize, that Angelman's syndrome has to be keep in evidence in the differential diagnosis of early infantile epilepsies. In the presented case the familial accumulation of movement's dyscoordinations, the dysmorphic features and subnormal intelligence of the brother support the possibility of the role of an autosomal recessive gene with different penetrance in the pathogenesis of Angelman's syndrome.